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THE ROLE OF IUCN, THE WORLD CONSERVATION UNION, IN SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

by Martin H. Edwards

(Notes for a talk by Martin H. Edwards 1990 05 18 to the Annual
Conference of the Canadian Nature Federation in London, Ontario)

My first inkling~of “sustainable development” as a concept came
in l972’.when I saw the problem sta•ted~cIear1y in the January

.iss~ze of The Ecó1o~js~t,. Vol. 2,No.. •1:~ urMer the title “A
Blueprint fo~ Sur~vjva’i~”. ~his was~a 43-page document by a group
of people prof~essi~onaiI~ involved in’ the study of~lobal
environmental pxoblems;. Itbegán as follows:

• “The principal defect Of ~theiridustria1 way óf~ life
wjth. it’s;..ethos of exp~nsidn’.js~that. it i-s not’ -

-. sustainable... Its tern~irjatjon within the ‘l±fetjmè-~f
• :some .,born~ . today i& inevita~b]:e — unl.ë~s: i~t dont’inues to
be sustai~ned for a .tqhile ~rz~er b~ an éhtreñché~d -. .

minority, at the cost of impos-in.~g éá’t suffering ón~ the
rest ofrimankind We can be certa~n, however, that’t
sooner or.later it will end~Conly’thepr~isè timeand
circums~,tances~ ‘are in doubt.), arid -that f€: will do sb in’
one o.f:-two -ways: either agà±n~t ~öur w~il~; fri :a~.
.successjon,:of, famines, epidemj~rs~ial criê~s’ and
war’s;-. or5. because we want it tO -~b~c”~áuse w& wish ~tb”
create a society which will not impose hardshj~jnd’
cruelty upon our children -. in a succession of
thoughtful, humane. and measür-ed hänges’. believe
that. a. growing number of people arë~awaré~ o~fthis
choice, •and. are more intez~est~d~in ~oü~ pro~’bsa1s for
creating ~ts:u’s.täinab•1e socie~ty”th~n’jn ~re’tan~ôthér
reci~tatjon~of the r~asona’ wh~ thi-s’ sh~oü-l’d ‘be~-~ne.”

• S •( • .5 .. ~• 5 •l

Let me5: r.epeat the: first~ sentence: S., • • ‘ “5’ -

.“The principal de’f’e~.t~of the ind(~’ti’à1-ay’~of’I~ffe
with ‘its. :ethos.~not ‘,~‘ “~

sustainable.” - . . ~‘•‘ • S

Note that indefinite’growth cannot be susta-ihéd”by finite
resources. So clearly if development is to be sustainable it
cannot.involve indefinite expansion ~o-f~dèfiiands on fi’nite
~resources... •-~- - “~‘ . -

S • I . •‘ •

Iwas elected-to •the Council of~’the’ IUCN for ttco terms, from- 1975
to ‘78 and 1978 .1to ‘81. ~During~€his~ ‘timè~the~~IUd~ ~re~ared the
World Conservation Strategy, whose subtitle was “Living Resource
Conservation for Sustainable Development.”
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Currently a major revision and update of the WCS is in
preparation, with the working title “WCS for the 1990’s”.

Now what is the IUCN and how does it function? IUCN stands for
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources. This long title is now being replaced by the much
more memorable working title “The World Conservation Union”. I
hope this change will be as successful as the similar step taken
some years ago by the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, which is now much better known by its working title
of The World Bank.

IUCN, the World Conservation Union, is a remarkable international
non—governmental organization. It is a network of governments,
governmental agencies, non—governmental organization, scientists
and other conservation experts, joined together “to help people
and their governments to apply their insights, skills and
resources so as to develop and sustain a harmony between humanity
and other components of the environment.” IUCN was founded in
1948 and now has a membership of over 630 including 61 states, 20
from Africa, 5 from the Americas (Canada is a state member), 15
from Europe, and 21 from Asia and the Pacific; 128 government
agencies, ranging from the Administracion de Parques Nacionales
of Argentina to the Nature Resources Board of Zimbabwe; 33
international and 383 national non—governmental organization, the
national branches of the World Wide Fund for Nature (formerly the
World Wildlife Fund), The Sierra Club, Greenpeace, The Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds, Federation Francais des
Societes de Protection de la Nature, Instituto Mexicano de
Recursos Naturales Renovables, the FON, CNF, etc., and 29
affiliates. Some 120 countries are represented in this
membership.

Now how can such an organization operate, and what does it do?
There is a headquarters in Gland, Switzerland, with about 100
employees. Every three years the members appoint delegates and
observers to represent them at a General Assembly and Technical
Meeting. The General Assembly reviews the operations of the
previous three years, and sets the program, general policy, and
budget and members’ dues for the next three years. Each GA also
elects the President, the Regional Councillors (3 each from 8
regions around the world) and the Chairmen of the 6 Commissions.
These form the Council of IUCN, which meets annually, forming a
sort of Board of Directors. They elect from among themselves a
smaller Executive Committee, called the Bureau, which meets
several times a year.

Around 1,000 people attend each GA. I’ve attended 5 IUCN General
Assemblies: in Geneva, Switzerland in 1977, Ashkhabad, USSR, in
1978; Christchurch, New Zealand in 1981; Madrid, Spain in 1984;
and San Jose, Costa Rica in 1988. For most of these I was the
voting delegate of the FON, CNF and WWF (Canada).
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Each GA 1lasts a...little.~.,ove~a ~eJS,,~.-,withjformaand~informal
4meetings, lots of committees, ...andç lots-of ‘r~epor~ts, -

recommendations and — you guessed it - resolutions I T~ the San
Jose ‘GA, speeches and d~bates wereconducted in English, French
sand S~anish, with simultaneous translation available for most
sessions

r I~‘ Between’GeñêralAss~mb1jeg !Tnuch-:conservat.j~on~work goes•:.ori. The

IUc~N Sec~retarjat ls1run by a Dire~tor General~ who manages and
1~oord1nate~the operations w~orldwide Professionalistaff operate
the Conservation for Development Centre, which operates field
projects of about $10 ~million -~per year There ~are ‘IUCN regional
~ffices .in ,Nairobi Kenya, Harare Zimbabwe, Dakar Senegal, Karachi
Pakistan, San Jose Costa Rica, and~Washington D C’ U S A

There is als,o a Conservation ~Monitoring Centre in Cambridge,
Eñ~l~ki~ with a ‘staff of 40. Their basic objective •isi~to
collect, collate and supply essential data on which to base the

• management ~of, li~ing~ natural, resources.- •~This-:centre maiiitains
data b~.ses on species con~erLvation, protected tareas”, wildlife
trade and threatened plants -

‘The CMC provides en~ironmenta1 information packages and. analyses
for several1aid agencies and petrochemical companies, and advice
on species trad~ and distribution to varloust governments

IUCN a1s~ operates several maj~,r THEME PROGRAMS, most coordinated
by larPh D ).evel Pr~gram Officer and a Secretary at the IUCN
Headqi~arte~j; e.q~, the Marine Conservation Program (supported by
WWF) is ~upervising 15 field projects i•n...Eastern.Afrjca,~,South
America, the Mediterranean, t~e Middle,East and South Asia that
deal with coastal planning, marine reserves and computerized data
~ases for protected areas ancL marine species

The tropical forests pr,ogram has~received substantial financial
support from the, G~overnment of Sweden and has developed:project
links1with UNEP, the,Government of ~the Netherlands, and’several
multilateral and bilateral aid agencies The program was
es~ab1ished in 1982 in association with the WWF fundraising
campaign for tropical forests The aim is 1to develop~appropr~a~~
local action for the conservation rOf the world’s~most important
tropical forest sites, selected on the basis of biological
~iv~rs1t~r and,ecologicaj process criteria The entire IUCN
ñetwdrk supplies the prdgr~m with the informatjon.~and..evaluatjons
to identify and monitor the most important sites for tropical
forest conservation. This information is made avaiIabié~ito
develbpment assistance agencies Alas, the ,target of.20% of all
assistance to the forestry 1sector~to be spent on ecosystem
conservation is still far from1being met

‘~ r I ‘ ‘ ~

— L

~ .~ ~ H~. ~..‘ ~ ~

I T ~ ~ ‘~3~ ‘~~J• r~
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A large part of t1-~e work of the IUCN stems from the’ preparatory
work done by the Commissions Over 3,000 people around the world
are members of the six commissions The Commission’,on~Ecology,
the Commission on Education, the Commission or~ Sustainable
Development (formerly caliedthe Cänünissi~ön on En~.rironmental
Planning), the Commission on Environmental Policy L~áw and
Administration, .the Commission on National Parks ,.,,and Protected
Areas, and the Species Survival Commission’ Two of the
Commissions have Canadi~ans a’s Chairmen Hal ‘Eid’svik~of Parks
Canada is Chairman’ of CNPPA, and Peter Jacobs of Universite de
Montreal is Chairman of th’é Commission on Sustainab~le
Development The “volunteé’r” duties of such~’positioz?~ i~equire
very sympathetic employers, to permit the~enormous amounts of
time to be devoted •to•’Coni~rjjss’jdn mattérà. 1ñ’dividual’members of
Commissions are of tenable to make their contributions from their
“benevolent time”, that is, as volunteers, 1afte~ normal” working
hours. ‘-

Members ?of Commi’~sic~ns~mus~t be app’ointé,d by~ the Couhcil~q.f IUCN
after each GA. There is’.’usuaI1y’~ ‘rather large cärr~(óvér. of
previous members. Membership ‘is ‘worldwide, and a dre~t deal of
communication is often necessary. The CNPPA has many members who
are senior managers in: th&Lr ów& country’s park systems. So the
meetings and operations can often be very productively carried
out. The Sustainable Development Commi~sión has many”
professional planners as members. Many of, the, over ,50 National
Conservation Strategies now completed or under preparation have
been assisted by professional help’from Commissi’dn’ mCrnbex~s.

As a current member of both the Commission on Environmental
Policy Law and Administration and the Species, Survival
Commission, I know a little more “about their”operations than the
other Commissions. ‘The b~a~s’ic”obje’ctive Of’~the” envitoññ’~e~ntal law
program ~is to use legislation to strengthen conseryationaction.
The Commission has 118 memb’ers fr~m ~50” countries, organized
according to expertise on certain enviro~inental and resource
themes, as well as according to traditi’onal law exp~rtise
Members are consulted according to tb~e subje~ct~considered The
Chairman, Dr Wolfgang Burhenne, lives in Bon~i, ,,FRG, and,.works
closely with the IUCN Environmental Law Centre there ,“The ELC
has established computerized data bases~n in~~tional
agreements and treat~~ès, binding instrüm~nt~~f international
organizations, national legislation, relevant literature and soft
law instruments.’ , - :. ‘~‘~ : C’

CEPLA has been instrumental in the development of draftinã six
international agreements The African Convention ~n ~he
Conservation of Nature, the Agreement on Conservati~n oç Polar
Bears; the Convention on Con~érvatidn’óf Nature in’ the South
Pacific; ‘CITES; the Migratory Species Convention; and the ASEAN
Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources.
CEPLA also played a leading role in preparing the World Charter
for Nature, which was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1982
and which. has hada marked influence on national and
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international law practice. CEPLA is currently starting the
preparation of a draft Global Covenant on the Conservation of the
Environment and Sustainable Development. In addition, CEPLA is
continuing to contribute to the development of the IUCN draft
articles for inclusion in a Global Convention on the Conservation
of Biological Diversity.

The Species Survival Commission is the largest single Commission,
with well over 2,000 members. The basic objective of the SSC is
“Conserving the World’s Biodiversity”. Biological Diversity may
be defined as “the variety:and variability among living organisms
and the ecological complexes in which they occur”.

These enthusjastjcvolunteers are organized as follows. There is
a 23—member steering. committee. There are 61 regional members
from seven geographiàals regions. I have the honour of being one
of the eleven regional members from North America. Most of the
work is. conducted by specialist groups. There are 34 specialist
groups for mammals, 12-for birds, 4 for reptiles, 4 for lower
vertebrates, 4 for invertebrates, 18 for plants and 8
interdisciplinary groups.

Newsletter “SPECIES” ~helps to keep members in touch with this
enormous enterprise. ~Mahy special’ist groups have their own
internal newsletters ~also~. The. ~SSC is perhaps best known for the
invention and publicati:on~of Red.Data Books of endangered and
threatened species.

Each specialist group is now preparing, or has already prepared,
an Action Plan to address the conservation of all species within
their group. This enormous task has been tackled with great
vigour and enthusiasm. Many specialist groups are already
developing specific projects, and finding funding to begin
implementation of their conservation action plans.

Let me now turn to the 1980 World Conservation Strategy, which
was prepared by IUCN, The World Conservation Union, with the
advice, cooperation and financial assistance of the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the then World Wildlife
Fund (WWF), and in collaboration with the FAO and UNESCO. The
WCS lays down three basic principles for conservation: That
essential ecological principles and life—support systems must be
maintained; that genetic diversity must be preserved; and that
any use of species and ecosystems must be sustainable.

The definitions of conservation and development used in the WCS
are as follows:

Conservation is the management of human use of the biosphere so
that it may yield the greatest sustainable use to present
generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and
aspirations of future generations.
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Development is the modification of the biosphere and the
application of human, financial, living and non—living resources
to satisfy human needs and improve the quality of human life.

Why is a new WCS needed? At the time of writing the WCS, it was
assumed that mutually reinforcing strategies on population,
energy, food supply, economic development and human rights would
also be prepared. They have not been. Also, much has been
learned since the WCS was launched in 1980.

As the first draft of WCS II says:

The evidence that our present behaviour cannot be sustained is
unmistakable. Global warming, destruction of the ozone shield,
acidification of land and water, desertification and soil loss,
deforestation and forest decline, diminishing productivity of
land and waters, and extinctions of species and populations,
demonstrate that human demand is exceeding environmental support
capacities. Many of these phenomena —— and the forces that drive
them -- are occurring at unprecedented speed. The global
temperature is rising 35 times faster than it did after the last
ice age. The annual increase in industrial production today is
as large as Europe’s total production around the end of the
1930’s. The populations of 74 countries are doubling every 30
years or less. It is extremely hard —— for people or for other
species —— to adjust to change as fast as this.

The World Commission on Environment and Development called for a
transformation of people’s attitudes and practices, and stressed
that the next few decades are crucial. The longer we delay, the
fewer the opportunities, and the greater the obstacles. We can
achieve this transformation only if governments, nongovernmental
organizations, communities and enterprises act together toward a
common goal of sustainable development. We need long term
commitment and a concerted effort. For this, we need a strategy.

Aim of the Strategy

The aim of this strategy is to advance the achievement of
sustainable development throughout the world by:

a. Providing a broadly agreed description of what
sustainable development entails.

b. Identifying the main issues, priority actions and
essential tools to achieve sustainable development.

c. Setting broadly agreed targets.

d. Providing a framework for mutually supportive efforts
to meet these targets by communities, governments and
organizations at all levels.
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The first draf~(of~WCS II.5has~attempted~the. follow:ing definition
of sustainable development

• ~ ‘r’ .. I .~ .j ._~ S—

S- -. .3Development is the way in which people meet their needs and
~ lives qustainable developmentLjs a process of

social an~d,?economi~ b~tterment that satisfiesthe needs and
values o~ ~ll~options
and conser’~irkg ha~u~àl ,resources and diversity it is a complex
concept,bincor~oratlng the following Rrinciples, each of which is
appifcäbIé~ iñôrie ~ày or ànother..to ral.l..developmeñtf activities:

Ecological~be
‘com~atib1e with the maintenance iof~ ecological
Pcess~è~s’, ~biological :4~Y~rsity., and ~bio1’ogi’ca’l
re~s’ources~ .. . S, ~. .~ -~..

S, ~ — I

Socfal sustaiñábillty r~equ•~es that. develo~5ment~’
increase people’s control over their lives; and
maintain and strengthen communityl identity

Cultural: s~ta~thabj1jty reqi.~ires .tha~t,, develtopinent be
compatible wi~th the culture) and values ci! theI.people
affected by it -

Economic sustainabi1~y requires that development be
economically efficient and that it be~equitabie within
and between generations

L7~5

Clearly, 5U~t~1n~b ~dée1opent is deyelopmenti that’ meets the
needs of the present as far as it can without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their needs.

IUCN, the World Conservation Union, has once again tackled a
project of profound importance to the future of mankind. WCS II
is due to be ~pub1ished in S,June 1991. in. time for the 1992 UN
Conference onEnvironmènt and Development.

I hope this samp1in~ OLti-ie workings of the IUCN has reminded you
of some of what NGOs •(non-governmenta~ organizations) can do:

- They can give advance notice of future problems,
since they qan.~of ten. take ~. long range~may be
impossible foI ~overnments.~ which are looking ~only as
far as the next election Sometimes NGOs are so far
ahead th~t ‘when t1~e public catches up, the NGOs are
as~ed~ychy they, haven ‘...t noticed the~ pr.obl~em,! ~ CNF

i I~fld..~Cjd.t~jfls~.) ....JS~ -~ .ru:5i~
— S •• • 1 7 S ..

-~ S S .~I ...•~•• :-‘.

S •~~• ,S tI~~ ..

- NGOs’ can of tent 1excei. at ~diagnosis and prescription
for environmental p~roblems 1They can stimulate ‘~others,
includin~ governments and government agencies to act~
They can mobi~1ize publ~ic s1upport for such action And
th~y can everf t;ake ~1rect~indicati~ve actionr themselves
in showing that1 they.)znean ~what they say-(e g ‘; FON and
N~t.urè R1é~er~s).
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~ ‘~o c.,, r,Jr ~-r1-’.
- NGOs can invent needed tools ‘to,~tack1ep’revió,us1y.

~ r~ , j C~ L~insurmountable problems. Members of IUCN invented WWF
to raise money for conservation projects. .jI~CNrj~.~
contributed to the ‘formãtion~ 6f’~UNIP follow~in~g~the 1972
Stockholm Conference-’o& the Human Environment. IUCN.

• ‘•.~.~‘4 ‘—.r’~was a principal’ proponent of CITES andrháñdled all the
administrative dutiê~of’~e ~ori~ntioñ for the.first.

‘•-~j’•~—.-~ ~ ~-~““—‘few years ‘IUCN invented the’WCSand this has~had many
positive effects in stimulating tl~e de~lopment ‘of
national conCer~ation ‘itz~ä gi~es.~

- NGOs can help ‘to’i~prove~
continues to cdntrjbutetd ~the-,4io±~k of UNEP;;h~as

~‘ ‘ ~ ‘)~1 -strengthened the UN, wi~th th~ World’Chafterfor:Nature;
has influenced the World Bank and many aid a~encies to
consider conservation concerns; has influenced.FAO to
consider sustain~ability~ etc

- NGOs can contr~ibute ‘by. nètkorkihg, kix~ácbmn~on
cause with other NGOs on particular issues -,thUS
having a greater chance of success “than if,, i~h”ey, act
alone. The risk’ of~~cou•rse is that’ thei öWn,,narne may
become invisible! Often WWF gets all the” c’~edii for,
IUCN — WWF joint projects. •..

- Finally, NGOs offer an opportunity f~or cdncerned
individuals to translate their ‘c&n’cérn” into’ action. As
long as there are such concerned individuals, NGOs, will
continue to thrive.’~ ••“• “

** ** * ** * * * * ** ** * * * *** **

NATURALLHISTORy EDUCATION IN THE ‘KFNJ

by Anne Robertson. ‘,‘.~

1• “‘ —.

• ~ •• . ~, ~ ‘::

PART I - The Education Committee

This is the first of a two—part5 series~ some of the
activities of the Education’ Comm~t~t’è’~e”~ö’f ‘th~ “KEN., The Juniors’
Programme will be explained in a ‘secoi{~d ar1~ic1~e~

Historically, education h”as always ‘been’ p~rt of 5the 1ICFN from the
sharing, of bird identification tips on ‘the” ~é’r~ early field trips
during the 1940’ s and, 1950 ‘S (who., was it ~hp sp~nt-, so much time
identifying an insulator on a p~owe”r sole as’~ hawk? I ~), through
night courses,in plant’ -and bird recognition during jthe~ 1960 s and
1970’s, to the development of a~ very strong1 and act~.ve KFN
Juniors during the 1970’s and 1980’s The participants involved
have been and still are numerous and I am’certai~i 5they~ have
always found sharing, their -knowledge’ a reiiárding experience.
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As the KFN has grown, some of our education activities have
become more formalized under the auspices of the Education
Committee, though there will always be education whenever two or
more curious naturalists get together.

The urgency to ‘spread-the-~word’ increases daily.. in 198J, the
Education Committee was formed on the recommendation pf the
Futures Committee with “the mandáte to provide Natural History
“education and research for juniors, students and adults”. This
very broad guideline subdivided into, eight, categories.. In a
number of these, the goals have been accomplished, but in others
some only partially met.. There is ,never a lack of possibilities
for expansion where time and .energy. are avail~able..

The first accomplishment of the. Education Committee was to
express their support for ~the Board of Education’s. Science Fair
by providing prizes. A firs.t , ($50.00. value) Sand •second ($25.00
value) book prize may be awarded in each of four age. categories.
The Science Fair takes place in April and brings together, the
best projects from schools in Kingston and District. Recently
our specified topic of Natural. History has been broadened to
include Environment where this directly relates tb Natural
History. Judging is done~by three KFN members and involves
several hours of discussion. with potential prizewinriers about
their projects. The aim is to encourage Natural History research
and experiment which i.s of.~ten poorly taught in schools..

Two schol~rsh.ips aw,arde’d.. annually hav,e been. .set up. by the KFN and
are administered by ‘the Education Committee. . George Stirrett was
one of the. fOunding,membersof the KF~N and a fund was set up in
his name to produce income for these scholazsh.ips.. r’~h~ St-irrett
Scholarshi.p pa.ys the. expenses of an adult •tq at.tpñd the -

Naturalists.’ ‘Woricshop.at the Queen’s Univer.si,ty; Biology Station
for one.~ week each year. Applicants, who..need..no.t .be KFN.. m~mbers,
apply in writing stating .their reasons for wanting to -a~.tend the
workshop and e*pl,ajning ~heir need ~f or,, suppprt. The.. S. .rrett
Junior Scholar~1ijp. is..awa•rded to a successful applicant, ~of ten
‘from the ,KFN Juniors, to attend one~.of the F.O.N....Y\oung
Naturalists camps. . .

In order to increase N,atural History Education j~ schools, •the
most recent projec,t of th’e Education Committee .is to..de.velop a
series of kits, on a variety of.topics. with local. emphasis. The
objective is to ge.t Into the field and experience t~ieseipcal

• species,, but of course some. information gleaned ahead of, time can
mike these field trips more meaningful. •Presen.tly., kits. on
Spring Wildflower.s (based on those that.may be seen at Leloine’s
POin’t) and Insects: Fascinating Facts. about.Local Families., are
available. Future kits wIll cover herptiles, spring birds and
trees for the,..publjc school level’ and migrationfor the high
school level.’ Development of. kits is .rnost worthwhile and of
direct help to the teach~r. Writing a kit is a time cpnsuming
pro.àess involving accumulation,.of, material, from a wide’ va.riety of
resources, developing activities associated with the topic,
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collecting good slides and typing. Appealing presentation is
extremely important to students of today. We have yet to see the
results of these efforts. In addition, the FON has developed
kits, which are available through the KFN Education Committee.

Youth is also served through presentations both indoor and
outdoor. Club members will speak to groups including the Scout
and Guide movements, school classes and special education groups.
Birds, insects, trees, spring flowers and endangered species are
popular topics. Introductory field trips, where use of all one’s
senses may be encouraged through a variety of observational
games, are in demand for younger students, and field
identification for more senior students.

Apart from youth, the public has been provided with leaders for
nature walks such as Mother’s Day and special excursions for
interested groups, and with expertise of members in identifying
species on private property. Workshops have been given for the
FON, Provincial Parks and Scout leaders amongst others. These
could be expanded for the use of teachers, to encourage Natural
History education. Field identification is our strong point and
through this medium we can help any teacher feel more comfortable
with the subject. Talks and slide shows for Seniors are in
demand arid development of a standard show is being planned.

Two years ago a new programme of “rambles” was initiated. These
relaxed 1—1/2 to 2—hour strolls to “notice nature” are geared to
active seniors and are made to a wide variety of locations in the
immediate Kingston area. They are held on a regular basis (1st
and 3rd Tuesday mornings) throughout the year (except August) so
the changing seasons may be observed. Whether rain, sun or snow
prevails, some amazing discoveries are made. Picture 20 adults
on hands and knees with lenses or reversed binoculars examining
the structure of caterpillar frass! Our record for short
distances is 500 metres during two hours: there is so much
fascinating information to discover and so many people with ~~hom
to share the information! The challenge is persuading adults to
get involved, to “get their hands dirty”, and to learn to use all
their senses.

The success of these rambles must partly be due to those
memorable moments — a fleeting view of a fox, 20 heron nests with
young, a sapsucker working away oblivious to the ten pairs of
binoculars counting every hole drilled. More often than not, we
are heads down inspecting the plant life — hairs on the leaf of
mullein (which are branched), and the edges of the leaves of
rushes or sedges (“sedges have edges, rushes are round, grasses
have lashes wherever they’re found”). Discussion occurs on how
to make nettle soup, frozen maple sap is tasted, we smell a red
trillium (Stinking Benjamin), and feel a slippery elm leaf (rough
and sandpaper—like above and hairy beneath and named for its
slimy inner bark). Developing a love of nature and a non
consuming leisure activity should be one of our top priorities.
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Those surreptitious little notebooks we see for jotting down
words of wisdom will hopefully be re-read. This is surely
fulfilling one of the goals of the mandate to provide an “ongoing
interpretive programme to promote nature to the generally
interested public, leading them to deeper involvement”.

In addition to rambles, more botany field trips and regular
trips to our Sanctuary at Otter Lake at different times of the
year are actively encouraged for the enjoyment of members.

One most successful venture is the production of tee—shirts.
First for the juniors, through a design competition, the ‘loon
and baby’ tee—shirt was made. Later, the adult tee—shirt with
the KFN logo became available. These sales make a small profit
which is ploughed back into the KFN. They are also wonderful
advertising — after tee—shirt sales, the juniors numbers rocketed
and have had to be limited.

Other advertising comes about through displays. We have set up
displays for the Week of the Child and Environment Day. These
popular “hands on” activity displays, with lots of sensory
experiences, trivia and solid information, have been very
popular. During 1990, we offered Nature Walks as part of the
Earth Day celebrations and for the first time ran a summer
Kingfest programme called “Outdoor Adventures” for children. Our
junior Birdathon to raise funds for the Outdoor Centre at the
Little Cataraqui Conservation Area also raised the awareness of
our programme.

The hard working members of the Education Committee are
frequently asked for advice or assistance in starting junior
clubs in other cities, to provide information for school research
topics and to answer innumerable Natural History questions.

As Chairman of this Committee since its inception and leader of
the junior programme since 1972, I can assure you there have been
trying times, but I have always thoroughly enjoyed the
stimulation and shared experiences. Above all, I learned so much
myself. The rewards are tremendous. Many thanks to all
committee members and others for their help and encouragement to
educate us all.

** ************************
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RAFTS, RAPTORS AND OTHERS ON THE TUNDRA

by Keith Bull

The Twin Otter dropped us on a gravel bar on the upper reaches of
the Horton River. It was past midnight and the sun still shone.
The plane dipped over us as it left and we were on our own for
twelve days. The absence of~mechanical noise struck us — there
was only the hiss of the river as it sped over the stones of its
bed.

The Horton River rises north of Great Bear Lake and flows out
into the Amundsen Gulf. For most of itscourse it cuts a cleft
in the tundra. No’one lives on it and visitbrs are few; •We were
travelling by raft and our party consisted’~f two~guid~s and six
wayfarers. Drawn together by chance, it türñed out that five of
us were keen birders. My contribution was a checklist of any
bird we might possibly expect to see. It totalled about ninety.
My knowledge of most of them was minimal but fortunately in John
Speakman of Toronto, who had made seve~al tri~ In the Arctic, I
had an excellent mentor.

Our section of the Horton ran north of th~ t~reêline but
nevertheless small spruce lIhéd the ban’ks~ ~bove-~the banks, a
climb of one or two hundred feet, the tuñ’drá stretched away to
the horizon, dotted with small lakes and ponds. The first song
next morning was that of the robin! This hardy migrant continues
north as long as there is a tree. In a small cliff behind our
tents we eameson aSay’s phoebe and”itsnést.

On the second morning, as we drifted dow~isti~eam, we had our first
excitement — a peregrine falcon. We h~ad hardly recovered from
that when we •spotted a larger hawk, this one a gyrfalcon. It was
obviously concerned at our presence and no wonde±, as shortly
after we dis~covered its nest — a large collection of sticks in a
cleft about twenty feet up from the riv~er. From our~ more distant
angle on the river; we were able to see that the nest contained
two well—developed chicks. ~•

It was now we appreciated the benefits of rafting as a means of
travel. Unlike a canoe, we were free to move about. Thus we
were able to consult our books and follow birds around with our
glasses. While there were two rafts, it was easy to converse
from one to the other and to alert each other to our sightings.
In no time we were discussing between each raft the differences
between immature Bald Eagles and Golden Eagles, as they soared
overhead, as if we were seasoned experts!

For two days the river ran through a canyon. Here we saw many
eyries. Some of these were immense but hardly any showed signs
of recent occupancy. In fact we discovered only one Golden Eagle
nest occupied, with one chick in it. It seemed a most unsuitable
site as it was on a steep clay bank and the debris below the nest
indicated that heavy rain could wash parts of it away.
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Gyrfalcons were almost a daily sighting but I never saw another
peregrine. In the canyon, and where the cliffs were higher, the
Merlin could generally be seen. Our bigge~t excitement with the
raptors was to come on a pair of fully fledged Gyrfalcon young
which that day had drOpped twenty feet from their nest but were
still unable to fly. They allowed us to approach quite closely
and showed little fear of us. The parents kept well away, though
we heard them calling in the distance.

We spent only four hours or so on the water each day and on two
occasions we stayed two nights in one spot. This enabled us to
undertake some extensive hikes on the tundra. This was rough
walking but rewarding. As mentioned earlier, the tundra is a
mass of lakes and ponds. As we walked, we never knew what we
might find over the next rise. If water, invariably there were
birds on it. The Lesser Yellowlegs generally gave an early
warning of our approach. It struck me as odd to see this bird, a
wader, nonchalantly perched on the top of a spruce tree! The
highlight was a small lake where we saw a pair of Tundra Swans
with three cygnets. The necks of the parents were ochre, almost
yellow, from so much immersion to bottom feed. In the same lake
was a pair of arctic loons, while another flew close overhead.

Among the smaller birds it was interesting to see, in their
summer habitat, those which I find around the house in winter,
like the American Tree Sparrow and the Common Redpoll. The
White—crowned Sparrow, which all too briefly looks over my
vegetable garden in the spring, was also common. The beautiful
Lesser Golden Plover was a frequent sight near these waters, as
was the Semi—palmated Plover. A newcomer to me was the Red—
necked Phalarope, whose dainty antics on the water were a delight
to watch.

The time quickly passed and it was almost with sorrow we greeted
our plane as it came in to pick us up. As we soared up over the
river for a last time, we remembered the desolate beauty of the
tundra with its’ abundance of birds., flowers and animals bringing
the tundra alive’ during its so short summer. Like us, many of
them would soon be gone themselves.

For.anyone wishing to experience the ~rctic, I can recommend
rafting as a means of both travel and’ seeing the country and its
flora and fauna. Rafting has an image ~of plunging through hair-
raising rapids but this is not necessarily the case. There are
outfitters in the north who cater to those who want to see the
land in a relaxing way. How many species of. birds did we see on
that checklist? Thirty-seven. Not a’ great ~u~ber~ but
memorable!
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FIELD TRIPS

PRESQU’ILE PROVINCIAL PARK, 1990 AUG 26 by E.J. (Betty) Gray

About 21 birders took part in a field trip to Presqu’ile
Provincial Park on Sunday, August 26th. This was our first field
trip to this park in several years, although a number of our
members and their families bird there regularly and many of our
members take part in the spring waterfowl weekend.

Our principal object was to look for migrating shore birds. We
did not comb the bushes for small birds, which were not numerous
nor easily visible. We saw no warblers and few sparrows. Our
total count was 58 species. Our leader, Fred Cooke, demonstrated
his visual acuity by picking out, with the naked eye, an American
Bittern which some of us had trouble seeing with a well focused
telescope.

We spent most of our time on beach #4, which a light breeze kept
comfortably cool. The largest shore bird was a single Black—
bellied Plover and the keenest interest was in identifying a
Wilson’s Phalarope and a small flock of Baird’s Sandpipers in
their intermediate plumage.

The most unexpected duck was a Common Goldeneye. We had several
looks at a Cooper’s Hawk and one of our members saw three Broad—
winged Hawks as we were leaving. It was a pleasant outing and we
shared the beach with an FON trip and one led by the park
naturalist.

PRINCE EDWARD POINT, 1990 SEP 9 by Ron D. Weir

Some 27 participants made the journey to Prince Edward Point for
the field trip of Sep 9. Clear skies at dawn gave way to
overcast conditions by late morning, but more of a problem was
the very strong south wind that blew vigorously nearly every bush
and tree along the peninsula. Migrant songbirds were present but
were very difficult to see in order to identify correctly. In
addition to the strong wind forcing the birds to seek shelter,
numerous Sharp—shinned Hawks patrolled the area searching for
food which did not encourage small birds to sit in exposed sites.

Highlights included 2 White-winged Scoters, which probably
oversummered, 1 Sanderling, and Cape May and Parula Warblers.
Bird species totalled 51 at the Point itself. Monarch
Butterf lies numbered about one hundred and were struggling to
avoid being swept northwards by the gale.

All of us ate lunch on the helicopter pad at the lighthouse as
Bonaparte’s Gulls flew in graceful flight offshore and at least
1,000 Double—crested Cormorants were also just offshore.
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ZEBRA MUSSELS

by Peter Reschke

(Editor’s Note: The following topical article is reprinted
without photographs from SEASONS, Summer 1990 issue, through the
kind permission of the author and the Editor of Seasons, Gail
Muir. Peter Reschke is a freelance writer living in Granton,
Ontario.)

There is nothing outwardly ominous about a freighter slowly
chugging along the St.Lawrence Seaway enroute to its destination
somewhere on the Great Lakes. During the shipping season it’s a
routine event.

They come here from all over the world. This particular ship may
have been unloading cargo at a harbour in Greece, Morocco or even
Sri Lanka when the call came to make a run into Lake Erie.
Atlantic crossing are rough, necessitating extra weight to
stabilize the now empty vessel. Without wasting valuable time,
the crew would have started up the pumps to send 22 million
litres of salt water gushing into the huge ballast tanks.

Now, as the ship enters the lakes, its tanks are still filled
with the briny load. As the cargo dock comes in sight the crew
prepares to load. The pumps churn again as the freighter purges
its tanks. At that moment salt water meets Great Lakes fresh
water.

Unfortunately it doesn’t end there. Like huge, rapid—transit
aquariums, the ballast tanks also carry a random assortment of
creatures: plankton, crustaceans, sometimes even fish. Alien to
the freshwater environment, most die quickly. But other don’t.
They enter a work devoid of natural checks and predators, a world
where nature never intended them to be.

It was December 1988 when public utilities employees in Tilbury,
a small community just south of Lake St.Clair, noticed something
amiss inside the town’s water intake pipe.

During a routine inspection they found tiny, thumbnail-sized
creatures clinging to the inside of the pipe. The little
molluscs, covered in a distinctively striped shell, stuck to the
metal like barnacles and resisted efforts to scrape them away.

The first inspection turned up only a few. But within three
months the mussels became so thick they began to restrict the
water flow. Within one year Tilbury’s 18 million litre a day
flow was cut by 40%.

About 80 kilometres to the east, in West Lorne, the situation was
similar. Town officials also watched its old, fragile, 365—
metre-long intake pipe to Lake Erie januring up with the
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creatures. Almost overnight, nearby communities such as Dutton,
Rodney and Glencoe began to worry about their water supply.

Soon the news hit the headlines. Lake Erie and Lake St.Clair had
been invaded by aliens, specifically prolific little bivalve
molluscs known as zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) . Native
to the Black and Caspian Sea regions of eastern Europe, they have
spread across that continent during the past two centuries.

The Great Lakes, however, represented a whole new scenario. What
would happen in waters that represented an ideal breeding
environment without any predators?

The answer came even more quickly than expected. Within three
years of arriving on the scene in 1986, zebra mussels had a firm
grip on Erie and St.Clair, as well as the Detroit River. From
there they have spread through the Welland Canal to establish a
foundation in Lake Ontario. Other pockets, probably deposited in
separate ballast releases, exist in the St.Lawrence River near
Cornwall and in Lake Michigan around Green Bay. There are
unconfirmed reports of the mussel in Lake Huron. Only Lake
Superior remains free of the invader.

Some lakes may be harder hit than others. Zebra mussels prefer
shallow lakes like Erie. Its warm, shallow waters are rich in
algae and calcium, which is necessary to build their shells.

Scientists have been uncharacteristically frank in assessing the
potential threat of the zebra mussel invasion. “It’s one of the
biggest biological problems that North America has ever
confronted,” says Paul Hebert of the Great Lakes Institute in
Windsor. That conclusion is echoed by U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service biologist Don Schloesser, who compared the potential
effects to those of chronic pollution.

The challenge falls roughly into two categories: the effect of
zebra mussels on water intake systems, and the broader threat to
the Great Lakes ecosystem.

Municipalities are already fighting back to protect water
intakes. To secure its future water supply, the town of Tilbury
is constructing a new infiltration bed water intake. Submerged
under rocks and gravel, 4.6 metres beneath the St.Clair lakebed,
it will draw water, but not mussels, through the substrate. The
province will pay 60% of the $1.9 million price tag.

Another prominent participant in the battle is Ontario Hydro,
whose nuclear power plants at Nanticoke (on Lake Erie) and
Darlington (on Lake Ontario) depend on Great Lakes water for
cooling. Although the mussels have invaded only the Nanticoke
intake so far, the utility will spend $10 million this year
retrofitting all its intakes with chlorination equipment.
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By releasing small amounts of chlorine inside the pipes, Hydro
expects to kill the larvae before they become adults. Chlorine
levels will be set at 10 parts per billion, well within Ontario
Ministry of the Environment standards, says Hydro biologist
Renata Claudj.

The threat to the Great Lakes ecosystem may take longer to
pinpoint but could turn out to be more expensive in the long run.
Zebra mussels are prolific breeders. A single female can produce
up to 40,000 eggs in a single breeding season. Even after just
three years some favourable sites are covered several centimetres
deep in mussels. As many as 750,000 have been counted on a
single square metre of lake bottom.

Scientists fear that the zebra mussels’ sheer, overwhelming
numbers will alter the lakes’ ecosystem, perhaps forever. The
first victims could be species like walleye, white bass and lake
whitefish, which spawn on the same reefs that the mussels prefer.
In another few years, these reefs may be coated 12 centimetres
thick with molluscs.

“We don’t know what that will do,” Schloesser admits. “The eggs
may not be able to survive and fry may not find food.”

At the very least it will affect walleye distribution. “I think
they will continue to spawn,” he predicts. “But where they will
end up is another matter. If they’re used to rocky substrate and
they’re suddenly confronted with a gooey ooze of mussels, will
they go somewhere else?”

But the choking of spawning reefs may not be the worst problem.
Mussels are filter feeders that take small algae, the basis of
the food chain, out of the water. “They eat a lot if it,” says
Joe Leach, a biologist with the Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) at Wheatley. He believes that millions of mussels sucking
up algae from the lake will alter the whole food chain. “We have
already seen an increase in water clarity in Lake Erie,” he
notes. “That means chlorophyll, the measure of the standing crop
of algae in the water, is declining.”

As the mussels filter out algae and deposit their waste on the
bottom, the traditional food web will shift from the upper to the
lower strata. “We can’t predict what this transfer will mean,”
says Leach. The best guess is that walleye, trout and salmon,
which depend on suspended algae, will suffer, while carp and
suckers, which feed in the bottom muck, will benefit.

Other biologists, such as Hebert, are even more pessimistic in
their predictions. “We are looking at the potential collapse of
the Lake Erie fishing industry,” he warns. That would mean a
cost of $40 million.
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Since few changes in nature are ever all good or bad, it is not
surprising to find that some species might actually profit from
this new food source. In addition to the benefits for bottom
feeders, naturalists have also noted some remarkable behavioural
changes in diving ducks in response to the mussel proliferation.

Lesser scaup don’t normally linger on Lake Erie into early
winter. A count of 20 or so off Point Pelee is normal. However,
in the past few years naturalist Alan Wormington has seen a
dramatic increase. In 1987 a raft of 700 scaup stayed in the
area and last year he counted an all—time high of 13,500. “The
fact that they’re staying around until early December seems to
indicate a learned behaviour in response to increasing mussel
numbers,” Leach explains.

While the arrival of zebra mussels in North America caught a lot
of people by surprise, there was, in fact, ample warning. As
early as 1981, a consultant’s report submitted to both the
Canadian and U.S. coast guards warned of potentially harmful
species in ballast tanks. Between August and October of 1980,
the study detected 56 alien invertebrates in samples from 55
ships.

After due consideration, the report ended up collecting dust on a
shelf. That, says Hebert, was a very costly mistake. “I think
it is unacceptable that, when this report was in, no action was
taken.”

Schloesser reveals the existence of an even earlier report. “I’ll
go you one better,” he says. “In 1963 the U.S. government
received a report warning that zebra mussels could become a
problem in the future.”

Unfortunately politicians rarely act unless forced to by public
opinion, says Schloesser. “Hindsight is always good. But this
is a political game. There was no pressure at the time. Without
public demand, scientists cannot make much headway.”

The debate over what might have been will probably rage for
years. It will not alter the inescapable conclusion: we have
lost this battle.

Scientists are not optimistic about their changes of beating the
infestation. “They’re so firmly established and so close to the
native fauna,” says University of Guelph biologist Gerry Mackie,
“that any control program would have to be species specific.
Nothing like that is available within the lakes themselves.”

Doug Dodge, coordinator of MNR’s Great Lakes fisheries program,
agrees. “Let’s be practical,” he argues. “All we’ve ever
eradicated is smallpox. With plants and animals we’ve only
forced them to adapt.” Dodge believes the emphasis has to be on
managing the problem.
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Management includes confining the mussels to the smallest area
possible. If they invade inland lakes and rivers, the results
could be disastrous. “We can see a tre~iendous problem developing
here,” Dodge warns. Besides upsetting the ecological balance,
mussels could threaten the small water intakes of thousands of
cottagers.

But even containment may prove to be a huge logistics problem.
Jim Norris, a natural resources advisor with the Trent—Severn
Waterway, is bracing for an invasion this summer. “It’s
inevitable,” he concedes. “We feel they will spread to all these
areas.”

Norris believes boats will be the most likely culprits. Mussels
attach themselves to the hulls or are carried along in the
ballast water of sailboats. How can you check every craft
passing through the waterway? he asks.

Even if all boat owners could somehow be persuaded to cooperate,
it will not stop the infestations. Crayfish eat mussel larvae.
The simple act of dumping a bait bucket overboard could start the
cycle again.

Mackie is also familiar with the problem of inland transport. He
knows mussels can survive extended periods of time without water,
almost two weeks in laboratory experiments. “On the hull of a
boat, out in the wind, they might only last two or three days,”
he notes. “But that’s still enough to reach almost any point in
Canada.”

“The key issue is: we’ve lost our chance with zebra mussels,”
Norris concludes. “Let’s make sure it doesn’t happen again with
other species.”

His warning may prove prophetic. At the moment zebra mussels are
the embodiment of our worst nightmares about invasive species,
but there are plenty of other creatures in the saltwater
estuaries of the world. Some could turn out to be even more
destructive.

To head off this threat, the Canadian Coast Guard has come up
with a defence plan: voluntary ballast water exchanges. Ships
on their way to the Great Lakes are asked to dump their ballast
tanks off the Continental Shelf and take on ocean water instead.
It is hoped that species picked up in the middle of the ocean
will not survive in fresh water.

Although the plan has worked well, achieving an 83% compliance
rate, it is far from perfect. It still permits almost one in
five ships to carry potentially harmful loads. The regulations
apply only to ships destined for the seaway. Ports like Montreal
and Quebec City, which could provide starting points for future
invasions, are not covered.
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Some biologists call the voluntary exchanges inadequate. “It is
absolutely not going to be enough,” says Hebert. Even if every
ship complied, they can purge only 80% to 90% of the water from
the football—stadium—sized tanks, he says. “ We reduce the
populations of animals from 10 million to one million. It’s a
pretty hopeless undertaking.”

The only solution, he insists, is to enforce mandatory ballast
water treatment with chlorine, ozone or hydrogen peroxide.
Ensuring compliance may even require seizing ships, he adds.
“The penalties need to be realistic,” he says. “They have to
reflect the cost to society and that’s hundreds of millions of
dollars.”

Marge Dochoda of the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission agrees that
chemical treatments may be necessary in the short term. But they
don’t represent a long—term solution.

“We can’t continue to treat ballast water forever,” she says.
Some long—term strategies may include redesigning freighters so
they can heat ballast tanks to kill organisms. Dochoda would
also like to see an onshore facility in the St.Lawrence, similar
to installations used for treating contaminated ballast water in
oil tankers. Every ship entering the seaway would be forced to
deballast at this facility, she says.

Governments are finally beginning to pay attention to the threat.
The most significant action has been a $40 million (U.S.) bill
sponsored by U.S. senator John Glenn. It provides $4 million a
year for five years for prevention programs and an equal amount
for research into zebra mussels. Part of the prevention program
is a motion to make ballast exchanges mandatory.

There are even signs of an international agreement. The Marine
Environment Protection Committee, an arm of the United Nations
International Maritime Organization, is now looking at the
worldwide threat of exotics. Since its mandate includes
regulating global transportation and discharge of chemicals,
Dochoda is hopeful this body will soon enact international
legislation.

While the issue has attracted worldwide attention, the country
that stands to lose the most, Canada, has been criticized for its
inaction. Even as U.S. senators debated the $40 million
expenditure, Canada had marked 5ust $40,000 for research related
to zebra mussels. Biologists like Hebert and Mackie have been
forced to scramble for every bit of funding.

“In Canada we have not had a single dollar directed specifically
at zebra mussels,” Hebert charges. “There is not one biologist
employed on the problem.”
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“It’s apparent that we’re taking the lakes for granted,” he adds.
“They are far more important to us than to the United States.
It’s ridiculous to see the U.S. take the lead in confronting the
problem while our government sits on the fence.”

While it’s the federal government’s job to keep exotic species
out of the Great Lakes, it’s the province’s headache when they
get here. Ontario has set up an interininjsterial steering
committee to plan a provincial program to manage the problem, hut
few details have been released. The Ministry of Natural
Resources’ main expenditure to date has been a $150,000 study of
zebra mussels’ effect on the walleye fishery in western Lake
Erie.

If Canada decides to allocate funds to patching up rather than
preventing problems, it could turn out to be an expensive
miscalculation. Millions are already being spent to safeguard
water supplies. That money represents just the tip of the
iceberg.

Even as workers construct Tilbury’s new intake, other freighters
ar~ moving through the seaway. What are they carrying?

OTHER. MEMBERS OF THE CAST

The zebra mussel has attracted most of the headlines in recent
months, but it is only one member of a much larger cast. Two
other up—and--coming players are the river ruffe and the European
waterf lea.

Native to northern Europe, the ruffe seldom measures longer than
20 centimetres and is useless for food or sport. But it spawns
prolifically and competes with the native yellow perch.
Originally found near Duluth, Minnesota, it now boasts a
population of well over 700,000 in Lake Superior.

“I have no doubt it will make its way into Lake Erie,” predicts
Marg Dochoda of the Great Lakes Fisheries Commission. “I also
think it will really like the place.” The invader is also
expected in Huron’s Saginaw Bay and Michigan’s Green Bay, where
ideal habitat exists. If these predictions prove correct, the
ruffe could rival the zebra mussel as a threat to the lakes’
fisheries.

“We know the potential impact of this species,” Dochoda adds.
After invading Scotland’s Loch Lonionc2, when somebody decided to
use them for bait, it took just a few years to completely disrupt
the lake’s food chain, she says. Today, native perch have all
but disappeared while the ruffe thrives.
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Another threat comes from an even more unlikely source, a tiny
crustacean known as the European or spiny waterflea. It appeared
in Lake Huron in 1984 and now inhabits all five lakes.

Scientists estimate that this ravenous beast can devour every
native waterflea in the one and a half litres of water it filters
each day. Since forage fish like alewives feed on the native
crustaceans, this invasion could affect the food chain as far up
as salmon and trout.

SUMMER SEASON 1990 JUNE 1 - JULY 31

by Ron D. Weir

Spring migration continued to occur into early June, which is not
unusual. At Prince Edward Point (P.E.Pt.) June 3, numerous
species of passage migrants were grounded which included Yellow—
bellied, Alder and Willow Flycatchers; Tennessee, Magnolia, Bay
breasted, Blackpoll, Mourning, Wilsonss, Sand Canada Warblers.
The single Acadjan Flycatcher and Kentucky Warbler were bonuses.

The Breeding Bird Surveys, which were carried out during the
first three weeks of June, showed lower numbers of Purple Martins
and some swallow species, perhaps as a result of the very cold
conditions around May 20—21. Surprises were the Yellow Rail near
Roblin June 9 and the Prairie Warbler near Odessa June 17.

The draining of the northwest pond of the four ponds at the
Amherstview Sewage Lagoon, hereafter A.S.L., created extensive
mud flats, which attracted large numbers of shorebirds by late
July when up to 400 were present daily. Rarities were the Western
and Stilt Sandpipers and Red-necked Phalaropes.

LATEST DEPARTURES

Bufflehead Jun 15 (1) A.S.L. RW 1975 Jun 8
Yellow Rail Jun 9 (1) Roblin RDW 1976 May 23

EARLIEST ARRIVALS

Least Sandpiper Jun 28 (1) A.S.L. RW 89 & 50 Jul 1

Short-billed Amherst
Dowitcher Jul 5 (2) I. PG 1989 Jul 5

Red-necked
Phalarope Jul 21 (3) A.S.L. RDW 1976 Aug 3

Forster’s Tern Aug 4 (1) Amherst JHE,RDW 1980 Aug 4
I.
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SPECIES ACCOUNT:

Cattle Egret — Jun 25 — Jul 1 (3 ad), corner Middle Rd., Hwy 15,
WAM et al.

Am. White Pelican — Aug 10—11 at least (2 ad), Camden L., S & AT

Brant - Jun 1 (100), over Kingston Penitentiary, KFN (last of the
heavy spring flight).

N. Pintail — Jun 14 (2 female + 13 y), A.S.L., RDW

Blue—winged Teal — Aug 4 (3 female + 40 y), Amherst I. bar, JHE,
RDW

Gadwa].l — Jun 24 (100), A.S.L., RDW (typical of larger than usual
numbers)

American Wigeon - Jun 24 (10), A.S.L. RDW

Redhead — Jun 13 (1), 25 (1), A.S.L., RW: Jul 11 (1), Wolfe I.,
NLB

Lesser Scaup — Jun 11 (3), 28 (1), A.S.L., RW

Oldsquaw - Aug 4 (1), Amherst I., JHE, RDW

Ruddy Duck - Jun 14-17 (2), A.S.L., RDW et al.

Bald Eagle - Aug 4 (1 im), Amherst I., JHE, RDW

N. Bobwhite - Jun 1—3 (1), N. of Gananogue at corner Hwy. 32,
Marble Rock Rd., BO (origin of the bird is unknown)

Yellow Rail - Jun 9 (1), near Roblin, RDW

Lesser Yellowlegs — Jun 28 on, peaks Jul 18 (300) , 19 (300) , 21
(250), A.S.L., KFN

Whimbrel — Jul 28 (1), A.S.L., RKE, KFE

Western Sandpiper - Jul 21 (1), A.S.L., RDW

Baird’s Sandpiper — Jul 18 (1), 28 (1), A.S.L., RDW; Aug 2 (2),
5 (1), A.S.L., ROW, JHE

Stilt Sandpiper — Jul 18 (5), 19 (1), 21 (7), 28 (1), A.S.L.,
RDW; Aug 2(3), 4 (3), KFN

Short—billed Dowitcher - Jul 5 (2) on, Amherst I., PG

Long-billed Dowitcher - Aug 7 (1), A.S.L., ROW, KFE
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Red—necked Phalarope — Jul 21 (3), 28—29 (1), A.S.L., RDW

Forster’s Tern - Aug 4 (1 ad), Amherst I., JHE, ROW

Black-billed Cuckoo & Yellow-billed Cuckoo — normal numbers, but
the birds did not appear in numbers until June

Acadian Flycatcher - Jun 3 (1), P.E.Pt., RDW

N. Mockingbird - Jun 25 (1), Sydenham Rd., EF; Jul 28 (1),
A.S.L., ROW

Prairie Warbler — Jun 17 (1) , Odessa, PG

Palm Warbler — Jul 16 (1), Ellisville Rd., SO (1st summer record)

Kentucky Warbler - Jun 3 (1), P.E.Pt., ROW

Grasshopper Sparrow — Jun 9 (2), 10 (1), 24 (1), Roblin, Crosby,
A.S.L., JHE, RDW; Jun 17 (5), Odessa, PG

Henslow’s Sparrow - Jun 9 (1), Selby, ROW
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